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Exploiting Rateless Codes in Cloud Storage
Systems
Cosimo Anglano, Rossano Gaeta, and Marco Grangetto, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—Block-Level Cloud Storage (BLCS) offers to users and applications the access to persistent block storage devices (virtual
disks) that can be directly accessed and used as if they were raw physical disks. In this paper we devise ENIGMA, an architecture for the
back-end of BLCS systems able to provide adequate levels of access and transfer performance, availability, integrity, and confidentiality,
for the data it stores. ENIGMA exploits LT rateless codes to store fragments of sectors on storage nodes organized in clusters.
We quantitatively evaluate how the various ENIGMA system parameters affect the performance, availability, integrity, and confidentiality
of virtual disks. These evaluations are carried out by using both analytical modeling (for availability, integrity, and confidentiality) and
discrete event simulation (for performance), and by considering a set of realistic operational scenarios. Our results indicate that it is
possible to simultaneously achieve all the objectives set forth for BLCS systems by using ENIGMA, and that a careful choice of the
various system parameters is crucial to achieve a good compromise among them. Moreover, they also show that LT coding-based
BLCS systems outperform traditional BLCS systems in all the aspects mentioned before.
Index Terms—Cloud storage, rateless codes, availability, confidentiality, integrity, performance.
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I NTRODUCTION

Block-Level Cloud Storage (BLCS) [1] is a storage paradigm
offering to users and applications the access to persistent
block storage devices (named virtual disks (VD)) that
can be directly accessed and used as if they were raw
physical disks. BLCS systems offer various advantages
over alternative data storage solutions (e.g. distributed
file systems), namely: (a) they support cloud applications
that require access to persistent raw block devices (e.g.,
DBMSes), (b) they are natively supported by any off-theshelf operating system, and (c) the optimizations they
provide are transparently available to any off-the-shelf
file system used to format them.
In order to be usable in practical settings, a BLCS must
provide adequate levels of performance (i.e. low access
times, high transfer throughput and number of I/O operations per second), availability (i.e., the probability that
each sector is available when it is requested), integrity
(i.e., the ability of ensuring data trustworthiness [2]),
and confidentiality (i.e. the ability of concealing data to
unauthorized users [2]).
The typical architecture of a BLCS system features
a front-end, providing users/applications with a set of
abstract disk operations, and a back-end, that implements
these operations over a set of physical storage resources.
Traditional back-ends are typically implemented by aggregating a pool of volume servers, and by provisioning
each VD on a single server.
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This solution, however, is affected by performance and
availability problems, since storage servers are a single
point of failure, and may easily become a bottleneck.
In this paper we investigate how a family of codes,
known as Luby Transform (LT) codes [3], can be used as
the enabling technology for BLCS systems able to solve
the problems mentioned above. In coding-based storage
system, the data units are first split into k equal size
information fragments. These are subsequently encoded
into n equally sized coded fragments (n ≥ k) such that
a suitably-chosen subset of them suffices to reconstruct
the sector. Finally, the coded fragments are spread across
a set of independent physical nodes.
LT codes are rateless, that is the ratio k/n (the rate
of the code) is not fixed at design-time, but can be
instead adjusted at run time. Compared to alternative
coding schemes (e.g., Reed-Solomon [4]) LT codes are
better suited to the needs of a BLCS system because of
their much lower complexity, and their ability to adjust
redundancy at run time.
Thanks to these properties, the usage of LT codes in
the back-end of a BLCS system provides many benefits.
In particular, in this paper we show that:
• low sector access time and high transfer throughput
can be achieved by exploiting the simultaneous
fetch of sector fragments from independent storage
resources, thus exploiting the availability of many
independent network paths;
• there is no single point of failure, as the coded fragments are stored on various independent storage
resources, and lost fragments (caused by a failed
resource) can be regenerated on-the-fly without the
constraint of recreating exactly the lost data;
• suitable levels of confidentiality can be achieved
by keeping secret the random generation process
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and the addresses of the storage resources where
fragments are stored.
We carry out our investigation by discussing the design of ENIGMA, a distributed storage infrastructure
based on LT codes, that encompasses various mechanisms enabling it to obtain suitable levels of performance, availability, integrity, and confidentiality and
that, as such, can be effectively used as the back-end
of a BLCS system.
Using coding for cloud storage is not a new idea [5],
and several works have studied in depth solutions to
achieve each one of the goals of BLCS systems (i.e.,
adequate performance, availability, integrity, and confidentiality). However, to the best of our knowledge, none
of the existing works attempts to achieve all these goals
at the same time.
Simultaneously achieving all these goals, however, is
not trivial, as they typically conflict with each other.
For instance, as shown later, higher levels of availability
require larger values of n, while higher levels of performance require lower values of n. Therefore, several
trade-offs emerge when all these objectives must be
simultaneously achieved.
To understand and evaluate these trade-offs, we
quantitatively evaluate how the system parameters of
ENIGMA affect the performance, availability, integrity
and confidentiality of virtual disks. These evaluations
are carried out by using both analytical modeling (for
availability, integrity, and confidentiality) and discreteevent simulation (for performance), and by considering a
set of realistic operational scenarios. Our results indicate
that it is possible to simultaneously achieve all the
objectives set forth for BLCS systems using ENIGMA,
and that a careful choice of the various system parameters is crucial to achieve a good compromise among
them. Moreover, they also show that coding-based BLCS
systems outperform traditional BLCS systems in all the
aspects mentioned before.
Our contributions
To summarize, the contributions of this paper 1 are as
follows:
1) we devise an architecture of a back-end for a BLCS
system that is able to achieve suitable levels of performance, availability, integrity and confidentiality
thanks to the efficient use of LT codes;
2) we evaluate the performance of this system with
realistic workloads (consisting of real disk access traces collected on production, enterprise-level
storage system), and we compare them against a
realistic model of a traditional BLCS system;
3) we devise various analytical models of availability
and integrity of virtual disks.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we
describe related works, while in Sec. 3 we present the
1. A preliminary version of ENIGMA has been presented in [6].
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encoding method we use in ENIGMA. In Sec. 4 we
present the architecture and the operation of ENIGMA.
In Sec. 5 we devise suitable analytical models that express availability, integrity, and confidentiality in terms
of its main design parameters, and we use them to study
how the various system parameters affect the availability, integrity, and confidentiality of virtual disks. In Sec. 6
we study their performance by means of discrete-event
simulation. Finally, in Sec. 7 we conclude the paper and
outline future work.

2

R ELATED

WORK

Block-level cloud storage systems have been actively investigated in the recent past, and various solutions have
been proposed (e.g., Amazon EBS [7], Eucalyptus BlockBased Storage Abstraction [8], Open Nebula [9], Virtual
Block Store [10], VBS-Lustre [11],and Orthus [12]). The
back-ends of these systems, however, is based on volume
servers, and therefore suffer from the performance and
availability problems mentioned in the Introduction. In
contrast, as discussed in subsequent sections of this
paper, ENIGMA is able to suitably address the issues
affecting the above systems
Furthermore, the systems mentioned above do not
adopt an holistic approach to the simultaneous provision
of adequate levels of data availability, integrity, and
confidentiality. This implies that exogenous mechanisms
must be adopted, but these solutions are often satisfactory only in part. For instance, whole-sector replication
provides much lower availability levels than codingbased solutions at a much higher storage cost. Furthermore, state-of-the-art confidentiality mechanisms for
cloud storage are based on encryption [13], [14], [15] that
are computationally expensive (and, thus, are rarely used
in real-world settings [16]), while the solution provided
by ENIGMA incurs in a much lower computational cost.
Finally, state-of-the-art integrity mechanisms focus on
just checking the integrity of data, while ENIGMA is able
to tolerate the modification of sector fragments.
The usage of coding techniques for distributed storage
has been already explored in the literature (see [5] for a
survey). The emphasis of these works, however, is placed
on the problem of reconstructing fragments stored on
nodes that permanently leave the storage infrastructure.
In [17] rateless codes have been used to devise the file
based cloud storage system (as opposed to our BLCS).
This work states that LT codes can be exploited to
achieve high availability and security and mainly deals
with data integrity and data repair. Moreover, they propose to use multiple LT encoding and decoding checks
to avoid LT decoding failures. This process involves only
coding vectors and represents a one-time preprocess
whose result could be reused. Nevertheless, the number
of required encoding and decoding checks is equal to nk
therefore the data outsourcing operation may become
rather complex as the values of n and k increase.
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LT

CODES FOR CLOUD STORAGE

3.1 Preliminaries
As mentioned in the introduction, in this paper we will
rely on Luby Transform (LT) codes [3] for sector encoding. LT codes are a family of asymptotically optimal
rateless codes over the binary Galois field GF(2), i.e. the
coding process is based on the simple exclusive or (XOR)
operation. As opposed to traditional erasure codes, it is
not required to fix the rate a priori. Given a chunk of
data, these are fragmented into k symbols (or blocks) of
equal length. The symbol length can be fixed as desired,
e.g. compliant with the transport payload being used for
transport, real-time constraints, etc., and does not impact
on the theoretical features of the code. The encoding
process works in 3 steps:
• randomly choose the degree d of the encoding symbol according to the so called degree distribution;
• uniformly select at random d distinct input symbols
• compute the encoded symbol as the XOR of the d
selected symbols.
The encoding process is rateless in that an arbitrary sequence of coded symbols can be randomly constructed.
The coding process is clearly driven by a pseudo-random
generator initialized with a given seed. The seed can be
used also on the receiver side as a mean to repeat the
generation of the degree d and of the selected input symbols in order to run the decoding algorithm. The decoding performance of rateless codes is evaluated in terms
of decoding overhead, i.e. the amount of coded symbols
required in excess of k to decode the input symbols. LT
codes have been shown to be asymptotically optimal for
large block size k. Such performance is a direct consequence of the used degree distribution, known as Robust
Soliton distribution (RSD), that achieves both simple
decoding and vanishing overhead. The RSD depends on
k and two additional parameters, usually denoted as c
and δ (see [3] for their precise definition), that we omit
from discussion for conciseness. In the context of this
paper the coded symbols will be stored and retrieved
in groups of x, parameter that we term grouping factor.
Moreover, the maximum number of coded symbols to be
stored is fixed to the value of n ≥ k. In our settings the
LT decoding performance can be analyzed introducing
the decoding distribution εn,k,x (i), with i = k, k + 1, . . .,
that represents the probability to accomplish decoding
from exactly i coded symbols, when n symbols are stored
in group of x. One can also introduce
Pi the cumulative
decoding distribution σn,k,x (i) =
j=k εn,k,x (j) that is
the probability of decoding with less or equal than i
coded symbols. In the rest of this paper
P∞ we define the
average decoding overhead as ¯n,k,x = k1 i=k (i−k)εn,k,x (i),
i.e., as the average number of extra fragments required
to decode the input symbols over k. The previous distributions and the average overhead depend on the value
of k, n, x and on the two RSD parameters c and δ.
The asymptotic property of LT codes guarantees that
limk→∞ ¯n,k,x = 0.
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Finally, it is worth noting that if one limits the maximum number of LT coded symbols to be stored to a
fixed value n, this implies
P∞ that decoding can fail with
a probability pf (n) = j=n+1 εn,k,x (j) = 1 − σn,k,x (n).
This is due to the fact that LT coded symbols are
generated randomly and decoding is guaranteed only in
probability. A countermeasure to this event is proposed
in Sec. 3.2, where a modified encoder yielding pf (n) = 0
is presented.
It is worth noticing that LT codes provide several advantages over other rateless schemes, e.g. Raptor codes
[18], namely: (a) they are non systematic and as such
no original sector fragments are disclosed to the storage
resources, hence they guarantee higher confidentiality
levels; (b) they permit simpler repair protocols [19]; (c)
the modified version of the encoder we propose (see next
section) has similar overhead and computational cost for
small values of k.
3.2 ENIGMA LT coding strategy
The practical application of LT codes to ENIGMA clearly
requires to choose suitable values for k and n. If one
wishes to keep the coding overhead low, then k must be
chosen as large as possible. Unfortunately, in ENIGMA
large values of k are undesirable since: (a) they adversely
affect the network communication overhead, given the
constraints on reasonable sector sizes (see definition of
psize in Sect. 4), (b) they yield higher encoding and
decoding computational costs.
Hence, we are forced to use limited values of k (and n)
that not only make the coding overhead larger, but also
(and even worse) yield a significantly higher decoding
failure probability pf (n).
To deal with the above issues we enhance the standard LT encoding and decoding mechanisms to achieve
affordable coding overhead and zero decoding failure
probability under typical storage settings, i.e. allowed
sector size. LT codes have been originally proposed as
asymptotically optimal codes with a simple Belief Propagation (BP) decoder [3], i.e. based on the solution of
the underlying linear system with recursive cancellation
of the degree 1 equations. For small values of k both
the average decoding overhead and the decoding failure
probability, make BP decoder useless in our scenario.
This is shown in Tab. 1 where ¯n,k,x and pf (2k) have
been experimentally estimated in the case of LT codes
with RSD parameters c = 0.05, δ = 0.01 for k ≤ 48:
an average overhead ¯n,k,x larger than 0.6, i.e. 60% of k,
clearly rules out the BP decoder in our setting.
Therefore we resort to another decoder, known as Onthe-Fly Gaussian Elimination (OFG) [20], that is able to
improve the decoding performance for limited value of
k without impacting dramatically in terms of computational cost. Indeed, in Tab. 1 it can be shown that
OFG yields an average decoding overhead of less than
0.05. Unfortunately the standard LT encoding process
still does not allow one to exclude the decoding failure
event, even if its probability vanishes increasing k.
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TABLE 1
Decoding overhead ¯n,k,x of LT codes with belief
propagation decoder (BP), OFG decoder, and ENIGMA
LT codes.
k
8
16
32
48

LT
¯n,k,x
1.062
0.879
0.712
0.621

w. BP
pf (2k)
3.93 10−1
2.98 10−1
1.49 10−1
7.83 10−2

LT w. OFG
¯n,k,x
pf (2k)
0.591
1.50 10−1
0.131
5.36 10−4
0.071
< 10−9
0.049
< 10−9

LT ENIGMA
¯n,k,x
pf (2k)
0.206
0
0.119
0
0.065
0
0.045
0

Since a storage system cannot afford such a probabilistic decoding failure, since data availability is crucial,
we also modify the LT encoder so as to guarantee that
pf (n) = 0, i.e. that any sector can be recovered if all its
fragments can be retrieved from the storage nodes. In
other words, we want to exclude a read failure when
all the storage nodes are assumed to be reliable. Such
goal has been achieved by exploiting the incremental
decoding property of the adopted OFG decoder. In fact,
OFG has the advantage of being a sequential decoder
and it is able to incrementally consume and decode the
received coded fragments. This is achieved by maintaining a k × k decoding matrix that represents the set of
collected linearly independent equations.
OFG can be used to incrementally filter the coded
fragments to guarantee that pf (n) = 0. This is achieved
by imposing an additional constraint on the decodability
of the fragments: ideally we want every coded fragment
to be innovative, i.e., the corresponding equation shall
not be linearly dependent on the previously generated
equations. To this end, we use a standard LT encoder
cascaded with the OFG incremental decoder; each new
coded fragment is fed to the OFG stage that checks
whether it is innovative or not. This goal is achieved
exploiting the mechanism used by OFG to build the
decoding matrix without any additional modification; in
particular, the j-th equation is marked as innovative if
it can be used to fill a new row of the OFG decoding
matrix [20]. Clearly, a set of k innovative fragments (that
we term as decoding set) is progressively obtained by this
process. Then, to create redundant coded fragments, the
OFG is reset and the process is re-initiated up to the
generation of the desired number of coded fragments.
If n is not multiple of k this amounts to interrupt the
generation of the last decoding set.
It is worth pointing out that, since the coded fragments
will be stored and retrieved from storage nodes randomly (in group of x), i.e. picking up coded fragments
from different decoding sets, there is no guarantee to
successfully decode from every subset of k coded fragments. The corresponding decoding distribution σn,k,x
can be used to analyze the OFG decoding overhead
of the modified LT encoding; the modified encoding
process guarantees by construction that σn,k,x (n) = 1,
i.e. pf (n) = 0. To illustrate our results, in Tab. 1 the
modified ENIGMA LT codes are compared in terms
failures and overhead versus standard LT codes. The
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results are obtained by performing 1,000 encoding trials
with x = 1. In each trial, 100,000 decoding attempts
are performed using different random orderings of the
n fragments to emulate their random arrival from the
storage nodes. It can be noted that the proposed process
eliminates failure while slightly improving also in terms
of average decoding overhead.
Finally, we must note that the devised solution requires running a standard LT encoder and the OFG
algorithm in parallel adding some computational cost.
For instance, when k = 32 standard and modified LT
codes with OFG decoder take on average 0.054 and
0.248 ms per sector (measured on an Intel i7 processor),
respectively. Moreover, as will be discussed in Sec. 4
ENIGMA employs caching to tolerate network latency
and therefore the encoding of a sector is required only
when it must be expunged from the cache.

4

S YSTEM

ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATIONS

In this section, we describe the architecture of ENIGMA
(Sec. 4.1) and the sector read and write protocols
(Sec. 4.2).
4.1

Architecture

ENIGMA provides access to an arbitrary set of VDs, each
one consisting into a set of consecutively-numerated
sectors. Its architecture, schematically shown in Fig. 1,
consists of a set of NS storage nodes and a set of NP
proxies.

Fig. 1. System architecture
Each proxy provides a set of clients with the access
to a set of VDs, and uses the storage nodes to store
the corresponding sectors after having encoded them as
discussed in Sec. 3.2. Each VD is exclusively managed by
a single proxy, that maintains all the meta-data information needed to properly operate it. The number of VDs
(and, consequently, of clients) that can be supported by
a single proxy is not limited by architectural features,
but instead depends only on the amount of physical
resources of the machine where it runs. To enhance read
and write performance, each proxy exploits caching (a
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vanilla LRU cache is used), operation overlapping, and
suitable sector read/write protocols. In this paper, we
assume that proxies are perfectly reliable, trusted, and
secure.
Storage nodes are a set of hosts that use their local
storage to store fragments of virtual sectors. We assume
that storage nodes are characterized by their machine
availability p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1), a measure of the probability
that the fragments sent to the requesting proxy are
actually received (for instance, these fragments might not
be delivered because of a temporary network problem
or machine unavailability). We assume that fragment
unavailability is only transient (i.e., a node that leaves
the system eventually rejoins it), so it is not necessary to
perform any reconstruction of missing fragments 2 .
For scalability purposes, and in order to achieve a
good load balancing, storage nodes are arranged into a
two-level hierarchical structure consisting of NC equallysized clusters, each one includes SC storage nodes (each
storage node belongs to a single cluster). Each cluster
is managed by a cluster head, that is responsible for
orchestrating, across the nodes of the corresponding
cluster, the execution of the operations issued by proxies.
More specifically, it receives the read/write requests for
the sectors stored in the cluster, and dispatches them to
the storage nodes belonging to its cluster.
We assume that nodes are assigned to clusters at
random, without following any specific criterion related
to their identity or connectivity, and that cluster heads
are perfectly reliable, trusted, and secure.
All the fragments of a given sector si (whose address
is i) are stored on storage nodes belonging to the same
cluster, that are chosen as follows:
1) cluster selection: si is assigned (by the corresponding
proxy) to cluster C(si ) = i mod NC ; this corresponds to a round-robin assignment that balances
the load among cluster heads.
2) storage nodes selection: C(si ) head chooses at random, a set of m storage nodes of its cluster, and
spreads the fragments of si over them. Note that
different sectors may correspond to different subsets of storage nodes of the same cluster.
The mapping between si and the corresponding
set of storage nodes is stored locally on the cluster
head. To reduce space requirements, mappings are
not explicitly stored into a table, but are instead
recalculated each time a sector is referenced by
an operation. More precisely, the identifiers of the
m storage nodes corresponding to fragments of si
are computed as a sequence of m pseudo-random
numbers whose generator uses i as seed. We stress
that this operation takes very little time on a modern processor (for instance, just about 20µsec. on
an Intel i7 processor).
2. In case of permanent failure of a storage node, one of the various
proposals for efficiently repairing lost fragments, e.g., [19], [21], could
be used to devise a customized version of a regenerating code to
support replacement of missing fragments.

5

As anticipated in Sec. 3, the fragments of each sector are
stored and retrieved in groups of x, whereby each group
is stored on a different storage node. Thus, we have that
m = dn/xe. The value of x is set when the virtual disk
is created, and is kept fixed during the lifetime of that
disk; different virtual disks may choose a different value
of x. To simplify notation, and without loss of generality,
in the following we assume that n is an integer multiple
of x (i.e., n mod x = 0), so that we can drop the ceiling
operator.
The use of the grouping factor allows us to control the
number and the size of the messages exchanged between
the proxy and the storage nodes for each operation (see
Sec. 4.2). In this way it is possible to avoid using many
small messages that, as shown in Sec. 6, adversely affect
performance.
In particular, denoting as DV the sector size of a VD,
we have that the size of each fragment is fs = DV /k, so
each message sent by a storage node to the proxy carries
psize = x · DV /k bytes as payload. Thus, for given values
of DV and k, a proper choice of x allows one to reduce
the number of messages and to increase their payload to
a size resulting in efficient usage of network resources.
As will be shown later, the value of x affects the performance, availability and integrity of data that can be
attained by ENIGMA. We will explore the relationships
among these quantities in Sect.6 and in Appendix A of
the supplement.

4.2

Read and Write Protocols

The read and write protocols specify how the read and
write operations issued by the proxy are carried out by
ENIGMA.
The read and write operations are implemented as
follows, where we denote as si the sector referenced by
the operation:
•

write: the proxy encodes si using the LT coding
procedure described in Sect. 3.2, and sends the
resulting n coded fragments fi,j , j = 1, . . . , n to
the cluster head of the corresponding cluster C(si ),
that in turn forwards them to a suitable set of
storage nodes (chosen as discussed in Sec. 4.1). Each
storage node directly notifies the requesting proxy,
that considers as completed the operation as soon
as the first decoding set has been successfully stored
(recall that the ENIGMA LT encoder organizes the
coded fragments into independent decoding sets),
that in turn notifies the requesting client.
Each coded fragment fi,j is sent along with a header,
allowing the proxy to recover the sector index i and
the coding index j, respectively. Given the index j,
the proxy is the only entity that knows the value of
the seed used to run the pseudo-random generation
process, whose knowledge allows to repeat the selection of the degree d and of set of the combined
original fragments. In the following we refer to the
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•

seed value as coding key. Only the proxy knows the
coding key and is able to to decode a sector.
read: the proxy sends a read request to the cluster
head of the corresponding cluster C(si ), that in turn
forwards the request to each of the n/x storage
nodes that store the coded fragments. Each one of
the involved storage nodes reacts to that message
by directly sending to the proxy the x fragments of
si that it holds. The proxy processes the received
fragments and progressively decodes si using the
OFG algorithm. When the proxy is able to decode
si , it notifies to the requesting client the completion
of the read operation, and discards all the fragments
received after the sector has been fully decoded.
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and that n mod x = 0, we have that gn,x,p (r) follows a
binomial probability distribution when r is an integer
multiple of x, i.e.,
(

n/x r/x
p (1 − p)(n−r)/x if r mod x = 0
r/x
gn,x,p (r) =
0
if r mod x 6= 0.
The probability of decoding a sector by using exactly r
fragments is given by the product gn,x,p (r)σn,k,x (r). We
can then define the availability αn,x,p (k) of a sector as the
probability of retrieving enough coded blocks to allow
decoding for any possible value of r, i.e.:
αn,x,p (k) =

n
X

gn,x,p (r)σn,k,x (r).

(1)

r=k

5

S YSTEM P ROPERTIES

In this section we characterize the levels of availability, confidentiality, and integrity attained by ENIGMA
virtual disks, and we devise suitable analytical models
that express these properties in terms of the system
parameters. More specifically, we devise models for the
properties of a single cluster, given that all clusters in
an ENIGMA instantiation are identical to each other.
Appendix A in the supplement complements this section
by discussing numerical results based on these models.
Furthermore models of ENIGMA storage and communication overheads are presented.
5.1 Sector Availability
In ENIGMA, the unavailability of sector fragments
caused by the unavailability of the storage nodes holding
them is dealt with by choosing suitable values for k and
n, so that it is possible to reconstruct each original sector
(i.e., its original k fragments) even in face of these events.
In order to choose these values, we develop an analytical model of the availability α of each sector, expressed as
the probability of retrieving enough fragments to allow
correct decoding of a sector stored in a cluster, that
relates this quantity to the various design parameters
of ENIGMA (namely k, n, and x) and the availability p
of individual storage nodes. Our model can be used to
determine the values of k, n, and x that allow ENIGMA
to obtain a desired α value.
Recalling that all the fragments of a given sector
are stored on the storage nodes belonging to a single
cluster, the availability of that sector can be expressed as
function of the properties of the corresponding cluster.
We denote as gn,x,p (r) the probability that r out of
n fragments are gathered by the proxy when all n
fragments are requested to decode a sector. As discussed
in Sec. 4, these fragments are placed on n/x storage
nodes (all belonging to the same cluster). Without loss of
generality and for the sake of simplicity in the following
we assume that n is an integer multiple of x, i.e.,
n mod x = 0. Recalling that the x fragments requested
to each storage node are obtained by the proxy with
probability p (and none of them with probability 1 − p),

By using Eq. 1, it is possible to determine suitable values for k, n, and x, as well as to evaluate data availability
for specific values of the above design parameters. For
the complete evaluation please refer to the supplement.
Here we limit ourselves to remark that our results
indicate that, to ensure high availability, x should be
chosen as small as possible. Furthermore, the proposed
encoding strategy improves availability for large values
of x.
It is worth noting that our fragment placement policy
corresponds to a simple and intuitive symmetric allocation with maximal spreading using the terminology of
[22]. Results in [22] are obtained under the hypothesis
of optimal coding schemes, i.e., coding schemes where
decoding is guaranteed whenever the ratio between the
amount of retrieved coded fragments and k is ≥ 1.
This assumption is equivalent to assume that the code
overhead is identically equal to 0. Unfortunately, this
assumption is not satisfied in ENIGMA where rateless
codes only allow for probabilistic decoding according to
the code overhead distribution described by εn,k,x (j).
Nevertheless, the symmetric allocation with maximal
spreading is proved to be asymptotically optimal, i.e.,
to maximize the sector availability when the number
of storage nodes increases, in the case of independent
probabilistic access to each storage node with probability p if p > nk . Furthermore, [22] shows that for
4
p ≥ 3bn/kc
(the values of p we consider for ENIGMA in
Appendix A satisfy this constraint) symmetric allocation
with maximal spreading is indeed one of the optimal
solutions. It follows that the fragment allocation policy
we used in ENIGMA yields close to optimal solution to
the fragment allocation problem, at least for the values
of p we consider in our paper.
5.2

Data Confidentiality

Storing data on third-party resources potentially exposes
them to unauthorized accesses, while preventing the
owner of those data to enforce specific access policies.
Thus, it is necessary to ensure the confidentiality of data,
that entails to make sure that they are not disclosed to
unauthorized users.
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In the following, we discuss how we obtain confidentiality in face of a threat model in which an attacker is
able to break only storage nodes while we assume that
proxies are trusted entities that cannot be compromised.
In ENIGMA confidentiality is achieved by disclosing
only coded information, whereas the coding key ( i.e.
the seed of the random generator used for random
LT encoding) is safely stored by the proxy only. This
implies that the coding vector for each sector si (see
Sec. 4.2) is private information of the owner of the data.
Therefore, by keeping the coding key secret, and by
limiting the number of fragments stored on each node,
ENIGMA is able to resist to different types of attacks to
confidentiality, that we discuss in detail in Appendix A
of the supplement.
Our scheme is inspired by [23] where dispersal of
information is proposed as an efficient mean for achieving suitable level of data security. More precisely, in
[23] it is shown that linear coding can be exploited to
achieve security as long as an attacker has access to
less than k fragments. On the other hand, if an attacker
collects enough fragments to decode the sector, security
is obtained by making information reconstruction computationally hard, since an attacker cannot access the
coding key as long as it is kept secret.
It follows that our scheme provides the so called
computational security relying on the external and safe
storage of the coding key. Higher security levels could
be achieved by encrypting the coding key. Since in the
long term keys can be compromised [24] a further improvement could be to adopt schemes where no external
key is required as in [25], [26]. Of course, the entire
disk could be encrypted before storing it on ENIGMA to
achieve further security levels at the expense of a higher
computational cost.
It must be noted that an attacker that succeeds in reconstructing a single disk sector still has a complex work
ahead in order to obtain the entire logical file the stolen
sector belongs to. Indeed, a mechanism should be set up
to infer which other disk sectors compose the logical file
and what is their offset in the file. Finally, the cluster
storing each of them must be known to the attacker.
This last problem can be made harder for an attacker by
replacing the round-robin based cluster selection policy
described in Sec. 4.1 by a random based one. Please refer
to Appendix A of the supplement for the quantitative
evaluation of the confidentiality achieved by ENIGMA.
The results discussed there show that fragment dispersal
and secrecy of the coding key provide computational
security. Moreover, it is shown that dispersal is more
effective for low values of x.
5.3 Data Integrity
In addition to the risks for confidentiality, data stored on
virtual disks are exposed to integrity attacks, whereby
a set of malicious nodes purposely corrupt some of
the fragments they store. In particular, we assume that

7

NM out of SC storage nodes of a cluster are malicious
and deliberately modify the content of a fragment. In
the attempt of eluding or delaying their identification,
malicious storage nodes alter the content of a fragment
on a probabilistic basis: when a fragment has to be
transmitted to a requesting proxy its content is modified
by flipping a coin whose weight is denoted as ppoll . We
name this attacks as pollution attack, as data are corrupted
by “polluting” them.
In this section we derive an analytical model that
allows us to compute the ability of ENIGMA to resist to
pollution attacks, quantified as the availability of sectors
(i.e., the probability of correctly reconstruct them) in
presence of purposely corrupted fragments.
We denote as sSC ,NM ,n,x (r) the probability that r fragments are placed on malicious storage nodes (0 ≤ r/x ≤
NM ). We observe that if r is an integer multiple of x then
sSC ,NM ,n,x (r) follows a hyper-geometric distribution:
 N
M
C −NM
)(S(n−r)/x
)
 ( r/x
if r mod x = 0
SC
sSC ,NM ,n,x (r) =
(n/x)

0
if r mod x 6= 0.
We can still define the availability of a sector as the
probability of retrieving enough fragments to allow decoding when malicious storage nodes play into action.
This generalized quantity is computed as in Eq. 2 whose
meaning is the following: assume that
• nm fragments are placed on malicious storage nodes
and that n − nm fragments are placed on honest storage nodes (this happens with probability
sSC ,Nm ,n,x (nm ));
• 0 ≤ rm ≤ nm fragments are retrieved from malicious
storage nodes whose availability is p (gnm ,x,p (rm ));
• 0 ≤ rh ≤ n−nm fragments are retrieved from honest
storage nodes whose availability is p (gn−nm ,x,p (rh )).
A clean sector is decoded by using d fragments if:
• the overhead is equal to d − k when placing x
fragments on each storage node: this happens with
probability εn,k,x (d), and
• if m out of d fragments that are hosted by malicious
storage nodes are left unmodified: this happens
with probability H(rm , rh , d, m)(1 − ppoll )m where
rh
(rm )(d−m
)
H(rm , rh , d, m) = mrm +r
is the hyper-geometric
( d h)
probability distribution.
Clearly, all values for m and d must be considered and
all the above reasoning must be iterated over all possible
assignments of nm fragments to NM malicious storage
nodes and over all possible values for rm and rh .
Accurate and efficient algorithms to spot and identify
malicious storage nodes can be considered [27]. If we
assume that it is possible to identify malicious storage
nodes, we can envisage a recover mechanism for inconsistent sectors. To this end, we consider only the rh
fragments retrieved from honest storage nodes and try
decoding from those. In this case we compute a recovery
probability for inconsistent sectors as in Eq. 3.
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cSC ,NM ,n,x,p (k)=

nm n−n
n
X
X
Xm
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sSC ,Nm ,n,x (nm )gnm ,x,p (rm )gn−nm ,x,p (rh )

rm
+rh
X

nm =0 rm =0 rh =0

rSC ,NM ,n,x,p (k)=

n
X

nm

sSC ,Nm ,n,x (nm )
1
− sSC ,Nm ,n,x (0)
=1

d=k
n−n
Xm

m=0





rm
rh
m
d−m

rm +rh
d

(1 − ppoll )m(2)
(3)

gn−nm ,x,p (rh )σn,k,x (rh ).

rh =k

TABLE 2
Simulation parameters and values

Please refer to Appendix A of the supplement for the
quantitative evaluation of the the resistance of ENIGMA
to pollution attacks for specific values of its design parameters. The results discussed there can be summarized
by saying that small values of the grouping factor x
worsen the effect of a pollution attack but ensure high
recovery probability.

6

εn,k,x (d)

rm
X

Parameter
NP
NS
NC
SC
p
DV
k
n
x

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

To assess the usability of ENIGMA in practical settings
we compared the performance it attains against that
achieved by a baseline system representing a typical backend for a BLCS system that uses whole-sector replication
to ensure availability. Furthermore, we studied the impact on ENIGMA performance of its system parameters.
Because of space constraints in this section we only
discuss the comparison against the baseline system and
we briefly comment on the impact on performance of
its system parameters. For this study, we use a discreteevent simulator, that we developed for this purpose, able
to simulate both ENIGMA and the baseline systems. In
the rest of this section, we describe the simulation scenarios used for our experiments, and then we report the
corresponding results. Appendix B in the supplement
complements this section by discussing the simulation
models used in the experiments, as well as by providing
the complete discussion of the impact on performance
of ENIGMA system parameters.

Meaning
number of proxies
number of storage nodes
number of clusters
size of each cluster
availability of storage nodes i
sector size
original sector fragments
encoded sector fragments
grouping factor

Values
16
8192
64, 128, 256
128, 64, 32
1
8192 bytes
32
64, 128
1, 2, 4, 8, 16,
32, 64, 128

vary across these traces. Space constraints prevent us
from fully discussing them here (the interested reader
may refer to [29] for a thorough discussion).
6.2

Results

In our experiments we use the following metrics to
quantify performance:
• the mean response time of individual disk requests;
• the total number of I/O operations per second (IOPS)
completed by the whole storage infrastructure.
Because of space limitations, here we discuss only
the results corresponding to the configuration using
NC = 64 clusters, and to a single trace 4 . The results for
the other traces and system configurations are, however,
very similar to the ones we report here.

The simulation scenarios considered in our experiments
are obtained by instantiating the system parameters as
well as the parameters of the simulation models described in the supplement. To ease readability, we list
these parameters, together with their explanations and
corresponding values, in Tab. 2.
In the experiments we use as workload a set of realworld disk traces [28], that can be downloaded from
the SNIA IOTTA Repository, and that have been collected
on various storage production servers at Microsoft Corporation 3 . These traces represent disk access patterns
of various types, featuring a mix of read and write
operations that involve sequences of consecutive sectors.
The actual proportions of read/write in a given trace, as
well as the number of consecutive sectors they target,

6.2.1 Comparison with the baseline system
To determine whether ENIGMA offers performance
comparable to that of a traditional back-end for BLCS
systems, we carry out a set of experiments in which
we compare its performance against those attained by
the baseline system (please refer to Appendix B for the
description of the corresponding simulation model).
Given that a critical factor affecting performance of the
baseline system is the processing speed of the servers
it uses, we consider various scenarios in which we
progressively increase the number C of requests that
each one of these servers can concurrently process; in
particular, we run experiments for C = 1, 10, 100, 1000.
In contrast, the results for the ENIGMA scenarios have
been obtained by setting C = 1 on each cluster heads.
Finally, we consider a scenario in which baseline
clients do not use a local cache (as in the iSCSI protocol),

3. In particular, we use the MSN-CFS, RAD-AS, RAD-BE, DAP-DS,
and DAP-PS traces

4. In particular, we consider the requests targeting disk 0 of the MSNCFS trace.

6.1 Simulation scenarios
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and one in which such a cache is instead present (as in
the Fiber Channel protocol) and, in this case, we set its
size to 10GB (a value higher than that used by most real
storage systems). Because of space constraints, we show
only the results for the baseline system using the cache,
as this configuration results in the best performance for
this system.
In Fig. 2 we compare the mean response time and the
IOPS values obtained by the the baseline system for the
various values of C against those attained by ENIGMA
for different values of k, n and x and with a cache of 1
GB for each proxy.
As can be seen from Fig. 2, ENIGMA performs much
better than the baseline system for C = 1, 10, and slightly
better for C = 100, 1000 – both in terms of the mean
response time and of the IOPS value – for those values
of n and x that do not congest the downstream channel. Under congestion, however, ENIGMA still performs
better than the baseline system for C = 1, 10 (although
response times are very high).
The poor performance of the baseline system are due
to the congestion of the input queue of storage servers,
where disk operations wait a long amount of time before
being served. Congestion is due to the fact that all the
requests for a given disk target the same storage server
(in contrast, in ENIGMA they are distributed across
all the cluster heads). The usage of a very large cache
in the baseline system is of little help, as its efficacy
depends – as already discussed – on the amount of
locality exhibited by the traces, a feature not offered by
the traces considered in this work. We remark, however,
that we use real-world traces collected on enterpriselevel storage systems and, as such, can be considered
representative of a large family of disk workloads.
As a final consideration, we point out that using 64
cluster heads (each one with C = 1) roughly corresponds
(in terms of computing power) to setting C = 64 in
the baseline system. However, even in this case the
performance of the baseline system is much worse than
those attained by ENIGMA.
Remark: ENIGMA achieves much better performance than
an equivalent-cost (in terms of computing power) baseline
system. To achieve similar performance, a baseline system
must use a much larger amount of resources (thus exhibiting
a larger cost).
6.2.2 Impact of system parameters
To assess how the system parameters of ENIGMA affect
its performance, we perform various simulation experiments in which in turn we vary the value of n, the
size of the proxy cache, and the proxy placement in the
network.
Our results, that are fully discussed in Appendix B,
can be summarized as follows:
• to achieve good performance, larger values of x
should be used, and the larger the value of n, the
larger must be the value of x;
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•

•

7

larger caches result in performance improvements
only for larger values of x, while they provide
limited benefit for smaller ones;
the position of proxies on the network has a limited
effect on performance.

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper we devised a suitable architecture for the
back-end of BLCS systems that achieves adequate levels
of access and transfer performance, availability, integrity,
and confidentiality, for the data it stores. We exploited
LT rateless codes and showed how beneficial they are to
all system properties we considered. In particular:
• the rateless property allows to blindly spread coded
fragments to storage nodes in a cluster with the level
of redundancy achieving the desired availability.
Moreover, we devised a particular encoding strategy
that for small block sizes (k ≤ 32) guarantees zero
decoding failure probability and improves availability for large values of the grouping factor x.
• confidentiality is obtained by keeping the coding key secret, i.e., we assume that proxies are
trusted and cannot be compromised. Furthermore,
the lower the values of x the higher the confidentiality.
• rateless codes allow for detection of polluted sectors
and accurate and fast identification of malicious
storage nodes [27]. Furthermore, we show that after identification high recovery probability can be
achieved especially for low values of x.
As for the performance, we showed that much better
performance than an equivalent-cost baseline system can
be achieved even when caches are small and independently of the position of proxies in the network.
The future development foreseen for the current work
are a thorough evaluation of the malicious storage nodes
identification technique presented in [27] to assess accuracy, robustness, and reactivity. Furthermore, a prototype
implementation on PlanetLAB is planned for the whole
architecture.
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